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Time is running out â€“ for the planet and for Prince EJ. Although the quarter of a billion dollar
bounty has been removed from Prince EJâ€™s head, the Terrian still hunts him and his family, and
will not rest until they are all dead. Unknown to the Waters and Terrian, a new adversary has arisen,
one determined to rob the Terrian of his prize. He will take from the Waters one of their most
cherished members.Swaybuk and the new Ancient begin their search for the Keeper. They begin
their adventure in Central and South America, hoping to find out why the Keeper disappeared and
where he is hidden. Believing their quest a secret, they have no idea that they are being
hunted.Finally the day comes when Prince EJ must admit he cannot save the Earth and the Waters
must accept defeat. The Complex is closed and all Oonocks are ordered to return to Europa. EJ,
Medi, the four kids, Mediâ€™s human family and a handful of Oonocks relocate to Pacific Blue to
wait for the end of the world, hopefully hidden from human detection beneath the vast Pacific
Ocean. Then, just as all hope is lost, something wonderful happens, giving the young Prince new
hope. But to use this new hope, he must stand before the human race and tell them who he and his
family are and the real truth of where they come from. Is it possible, that after more than six
thousand years, the real dream of Atlantis would at last be realized?
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DREAM OF ATLANTIS concludes the third trilogy of the Europa series. This trilogy is known as
Prince EJ's story, since it more or less follows his quest to save the world from ecological
Armageddon. There's a lot going on here, since the book not only brings to conclusion the themes
of the Prince EJ trilogy (The Ancient Anew, the last of the Terrian threat, the strange half Oonock
twins, various love stories and plans to save the planet) but this book also brings several themes
from all the Europa series to a startling conclusion. Without spoiling anything, I can perhaps suggest
that ancient family riffs are mended, and long lost friends reunited from afar. What makes this an
exciting read for me, is Garcia's ability to weave together archeological curiosities like the Costa
Rican Spheres, or Manu Picchu, with Atlantis, and cutting edge research in Global Warming. Some
books you need a dictionary to read. Garcia's books require researching Wikipedia to get up to
speed with what she's describing. The overall tone of the book is a bit dark, but at the same time,
the overarching themes of family, forgiveness and social responsibility balances the shadow side of
capitalistic gain at the expense of earth's ability to sustain human life. A couple other highlights of
the book include an assassination of a major character, the Oonocks true nature finally getting
outed to the world, and the return of......oh, no, I'm not going to tell you who or what returns. But just
wait until you find out. Wow, is all I can say. I'm sure if you're read the other PRINCE EJ books,
you'll read this one too. If you haven't read Blue Planet (Europa book 7), and Apathy (Europa book
8), then don't even dream of starting here. You need to read those books first, doofus. These
Europa books are an interesting mash up of fantasy romance, scifi adventure, and family epic. So
download the book, grab a cup of coffee, get a blueberry muffin, and start reading.
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